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In classic acoustics there are two areas identi�ed around acoustic sources � near�eld and far�eld. The
near�eld is connected with the Fresnel solution and far�eld � the Fraunhofer one. For each regions there are
di�erent theoretical formulae for determination of distribution of the chosen acoustic parameter. Unfortunately
there is no sharply outlined border between regions. Therefore one of the important problem, is to de�ne
approximately conditions for state the border between them. The two attempts for identi�cation are discussed,
i.e. geometrical one and intensity ones. The results are shown on the vibrating circular rigid piston case.
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1. Introduction

Vibrating surface structural elements are sources of
sound radiation. Estimation of the values of acoustic
parameters of the generated sound �elds is very impor-
tant problem from engineering point of view. In classic
acoustics there are two areas identi�ed around acoustic
sources � near�eld and far�eld. In experimental vibro-
acoustics the third area is identi�ed too � very near
�eld. The near�eld is connected with the Fresnel solu-
tion and far�eld with the Fraunhofer solution. For each
region there exist di�erent theoretical formulae for deter-
mination of distribution of the chosen acoustic parame-
ter. Unfortunately, there is no sharply outlined border
between regions. Therefore one of the important prob-
lem is to de�ne approximately conditions for state of the
border between them.
The aim of the paper is to compare the values of char-

acteristic quantities, which estimate the position of the
region's borders, based on the two interpretations: ge-
ometric one and intensity one. The results of sound
intensity analytical estimation are compared with thus
obtained from experiments. The analyzed structure is
vibrating circular rigid piston.

2. Geometrical interpretation of regions

The most useful formula describing the acoustic wave
propagation in the acoustic medium with existing noise
sources is the so-called Kirchho� integral (1) [8, 13],
which gives relationship between values of the acous-
tic potential (φ) for chosen point P inside the acous-
tic volume, with the values of the same function on the
boundary surface, which can include surface type acous-
tic sources. The formula is not useful, because the un-
known function exists on both sides of the relationship
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where P � control point, φ � acoustic potential func-
tion, k � acoustic wave number, r � distance between
control point and element on the boundary surface, n �
normal direction to the boundary surface.
Based on the Kirchho� integral the better formula for

interpretation, known as the Huyghens�Rayleigh inte-
gral (2) [13], can be obtained. This formula can be in-
tegrated under assumption that plane, ba�ed source is
radiating in open acoustic �eld
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Based on the formula (2), under assumption that dis-
tance between observation point (P ) and the source is
relatively high, the new formula, known as the Fresnel
integral (3) can be obtained [13]. It is easy to apply, due
to normal surface velocity vn of planar acoustic source
exists in the integral, and pressure in chosen point, as
the result of integration. The acoustic region in which
the formula can be applied is known as the near�eld of
acoustic source. The Cartesian coordinate system is as-
sumed for description of geometry. The origin of coordi-
nates O is the chosen point of the planar source (center
of gravity is suggested). The x and y axes are in-plane
with the planar source
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where p � acoustic pressure in control point, ρ � den-
sity of the acoustic medium, c � speed of sound in the
acoustic medium, k � acoustic wave number, vn � nor-
mal velocity of the planar acoustic source, r0 � dis-
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tance between control point and origin of coordinates O,
ρ2 = x2 + y2.
Based on the formula (3), under assumption that dis-

tance between observation point (P ) and the source is
big in comparison with the source dimensions (lines con-
necting observation point with all points of the source
are parallel in practice), the new formula, known as the
Fraunhofer integral (4) can be obtained [13]. It is easier
to apply than the Fresnel integral. The acoustic region in
which the formula can be applied is known as the far�eld
of acoustic source
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Di�erent assumptions de�ne the three characteristic re-
gions in the acoustic surface, around the radiated struc-
ture: very near �eld, near�eld and far�eld. The known
in literature distances of each of the region's borders are
given in Table I.

TABLE I

Geometrical conditions for acoustics regions. D � the biggest characteristic
dimension of the source (diameter for circle), λ � acoustic wavelength, r0 �
distance from the source (center of gravity).

Region Condition Literature

very near �eld
(direct �eld, hydrodynamic zone)

r0 ≪ D
2π

≪ λ
2π

[1]

r0 ≪ λ ∨ r0 < 2D [11, 12]

near�eld
(the Fresnel zone)

r0 ≪ D
2π

≪ λ
2π

[1]
D2

r20
≪ 1 ∧ r0 ≫ λ [4, 8, 11�13]

far�eld
(the Fraunhofer zone)

r0 ≫ λ
2π

[1]

r0 ≫ λ ∨ r0 ≫ 2D [11, 12]

r0 ≫ 2πD2

λ
[4, 8]

r0 ≫ π
4

D2

λ
[10, 13]

3. Intensity interpretation of regions

The intensity interpretation can be done when the
analysis of the sound wave propagation is given in com-
plex variable space [9]. In this case the sound acoustic
vector has two components: active (real) one, and reac-
tive (imaginary) one. Time averaged over period com-
ponent of reactive intensity is equal to zero, hence the
active component describes the energy �ow. If in the
considered region, the value of reactive intensity part is
not so small in comparison with the active one, we say
that it is the acoustic near�eld region. In the opposite
case the region is called as the acoustic far�eld one.
It should be noted that the acoustic and geometric

near�elds do not de�ne the same regions in the acoustic
medium or the same values of the limit distances of the
zones. The example of this fact is radiation of a point
source [9].

4. Basis of the hybrid intensity method

The hybrid intensity method was proposed by the au-
thor [5, 6]. Analysis of the acoustic �eld radiated by
vibrating surface structural elements is based on determi-
nation of the acoustic intensity vector Ī in chosen acous-
tic space point. The vibrating elements are divided on

sub-areas. If the structural analyses are done by the �-
nite element method, such kind of partition is the element
mesh map. Each vibrating element is a source of radiated
sound. Let us consider the monochromatic acoustic wave
case with angular frequency ω. For acoustic analysis it is
assumed that each sub-area is a small surface element [7].
De�nition �small� is understood in comparison with the
length of the acoustic wave λ, connected with its angular
frequency ω. Analysis is described in Cartesian coordi-
nate system Oxyz. Position of the arbitrary chosen con-
trol point P (x, y, z) with respect to position of centre of
the i-th sub-area Qi(xi, yi, zi) and position of centre of
the i-th sub-area Qi(xi, yi, zi) are de�ned by vectors r̄i
and ρ̄i, respectively. In this case it is possible to estimate
the acoustic pressure (5) and the components of the par-
ticle velocity vector (6), point sources (7), produced by
i-th sub-area in the control point P [7], where ρ � den-
sity of the acoustic medium, c � speed of sound in the
acoustic medium, Ai � amplitudes of vibration, ω � an-
gular velocity, k � wave number. The other parameters
are schematically shown in Fig. 1.

Superposition of the pressures and velocities comes
from all sub-areas in the control point P are done based
on the general formula for the case of the system of N -th
point sources (6) [9]:
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the radiating surface and i-th sub-
-area.
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Based on the formulae (5), (6) and (7), after suitable
manipulations, the �nal relationships for active and re-
active parts of the acoustic vector in the control point P
can be obtained. The detailed formulae are given in [6].
The formulae make possible to identify the acoustic �eld
type in the chosen point (area) according to the complex
variable interpretation.

5. Determination of acoustic regions

for vibrating piston

Let us consider transversal, harmonically variable vi-
brations of circular rigid piston with diameter D with
constant amplitude of velocity, and given frequency f .
Based on the hybrid method and knowledge of the pa-
rameters of structural vibrations, it is possible to de-
termine the acoustic intensity vector for chosen control
points lying on the axis of the piston and distanced rn
from its surface (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Geometry of the radiating piston and position
of control point.

Values of parameters de�ning vibrations of the pis-
ton are the same as in the experimental test given by
Cie±lik and Panuszka [2]. The piston with diameter
D = 0.14 m was vibrating with amplitude of velocity
equal to 0.05 m/s for all considered frequencies. The
following frequencies are analysed: 400, 540, 1000, and
1150 Hz.
In Table II there are given characteristic values of dis-

tances for the near�eld region for analyzed piston, having
in mind formulae given in Table I, for considered values
of frequencies. In Table III there are given values of the
same parameters for the far�eld region.

TABLE II

Distances for the near�eld region for con-
sidered values of frequency.

f [Hz]
r0 ≫ r20 ≫

λ D
2π

λ
2π

D2

400 0.85 0.02 0.14 0.02

540 0.63 0.02 0.10 0.02

1000 0.34 0.02 0.05 0.02

1150 0.30 0.02 0.05 0.02

TABLE III

Distances for the far�eld region for considered
values of frequency.

f [Hz]
r0 ≫

1
4

D2

λ
π
4

D2

λ
2πD2

λ
2D

400 0.006 0.018 0.15 0.28

540 0.008 0.024 0.20 0.28

1000 0.014 0.045 0.36 0.28

1150 0.016 0.051 0.41 0.28

The results of analytical estimations and measure-
ments are presented in Tables IV�VII suitable for con-
sidered frequencies.

TABLE IV

Comparison of intensity levels for f = 400 Hz.

rn [m]
Hybrid method Experiment [2]

Re(I) [dB] Im(I) [dB] I [dB]

0.1 100.9 101.7 102.5

0.6 86.8 80.3 85.0

1.0 82.4 73.7 80.0

5.0 68.4 52.8 �

10.0 62.4 43.7 �

The results of analysis show that the experimental re-
sults and thus obtained by the hybrid method (the real
part) are not far from each other. The di�erences are not
higher than 4�6 dB for all analysed regions.
For the control point not far distanced from the piston

area (geometrically very near �eld and near �eld), the
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TABLE V

Comparison of intensity levels for f = 540 Hz.

rn [m]
Hybrid method Experiment [2]

Re(I) [dB] Im(I) [dB] I [dB]

0.1 103.5 103.0 107.5

0.6 89.4 81.6 91.3

1.0 85.0 75.0 87.5

5.0 71.0 54.1 �

10.0 65.0 45.0 �

TABLE VI

Comparison of intensity levels for f = 1000 Hz.

rn [m]
Hybrid method Experiment [2]

Re(I) [dB] Im(I) [dB] I [dB]

0.1 108.8 105.6 112.0

0.6 94.8 84.3 95.6

1.0 90.4 77.7 92.5

5.0 76.4 56.7 �

10.0 70.4 47.7 �

values of reactive part are higher or almost equal to the
active part. It is the condition of the near�eld in acoustic
interpretation.
The values of the reactive part of acoustic intensity vec-

tor have signi�cant values in comparison with the active
part for higher distances than given by the geometrical
condition for the far �eld. These results are in accordance
with conclusions coming from the experimental investi-
gations given in [11, 12].

6. Conclusions

The results of analysis show that the experimental re-
sults and thus obtained by the hybrid method are not far
from each other.
The experimental results of the sound radiation by the

surface elements given by Weyna [11, 12] show that, of-
ten, character of the acoustic �eld in the far�eld areas in
geometrical meaning is nonlinear. Thus, the geometrical
type condition for the far�eld is not enough good.
The complex variable analysis of the acoustic �eld com-

bined with the hybrid method, is the useful practical

TABLE VII

Comparison of intensity levels for f = 1150 Hz.

rn [m]
Hybrid method Experiment [2]

Re(I) [dB] Im(I) [dB] I [dB]

0.1 110.0 106.1 106.3

0.6 96.0 84.9 90.5

1.0 91.6 78.3 86.3

5.0 77.6 57.3 �

10.0 71.6 48.3 �

method to analyze the acoustic radiation by vibrating
surface elements. The method can be applied to estima-
tion of the type of acoustic �eld, having in mind de�nition
that in the far�eld the analyzed system should be linear.
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